In this paper, we suggest a new parallel, non-causal and shallow waveform domain architecture for speech enhancement based on FFTNet, a neural network for generating high quality audio waveform. In contrast to other waveform based approaches like WaveNet, FFTNet uses an initial wide dilation pattern. Such an architecture better represents the long term correlated structure of speech in the time domain, where noise is usually highly non-correlated, and therefore it is suitable for waveform domain based speech enhancement. To further strengthen this feature of FFTNet, we suggest a non-causal FFTNet architecture, where the present sample in each layer is estimated from the past and future samples of the previous layer. By suggesting a shallow network and applying non-causality within certain limits, the suggested FFTNet for speech enhancement (SE-FFTNet) uses much fewer parameters compared to other neural network based approaches for speech enhancement like WaveNet and SEGAN. Specifically, the suggested network has considerably reduced model parameters: 32% fewer compared to WaveNet and 87% fewer compared to SEGAN. Finally, based on subjective and objective metrics, SE-FFTNet outperforms WaveNet in terms of enhanced signal quality, while it provides equally good performance as SEGAN.
Introduction
The aim of speech enhancement is to effectively suppress the ambient noise components present in the recorded speech so that to be more intelligible to the listeners. It has application in domains where the background noise suppression is desirable, starting from mobile & hands-free device users to hearing aids [1] . The classical speech enhancement methods, like the spectral subtraction [2] and the Wiener filtering [3] , often rely on the first and second order spectral statistics of the noise. This assumption often fails in real-time applications and leads to a wrong and high variance estimation of the noise statistics which causes severe distortion to the target speech while suppressing background noise.
To address these limitations neural networks have been widely adopted for speech enhancement task [4] . This was motivated by the neural architecture ability to extract statistically relevant features using non-linear transformation, starting from the basic convolutional network approach [5] to the denoising autoencoder [6] to the more powerful, recurrent neural networks (RNN) [7] . RNN based denoising architecture explored the temporal correlation of the speech segments. Hence, it outperforms the former convolutional approach. The most recent approach, further used the long-short-memory cells for the denoising task to store and pass the long term information while doing the prediction [8] . All these models explored the non-linearity modeling capability of neural architecture in the feature domain (magnitude) of speech, thus ignoring phase information.
Waveform domain approaches for speech enhancements have been recently suggested: WaveNet [9] , Generative Adversarial Networks (SEGAN) [10] . These waveform domain models operate on samples of speech by modeling the enhancement task in raw speech waveform. Therefore, they have the potential of using phase information if properly designed. However, there are some significant limitations of the current waveform domain models: (1) none of these models have given enough attention to the time domain structure of speech and noise while designing their architecture; (2) the computational complexity in terms of model parameters of these models is very high and therefore they are not suitable to implement them in real-time applications.
In this work, we suggest a new parallel, non-causal and shallow waveform domain architecture for speech enhancement following a similar convolution pattern as in FFTNet [11] . FFTNet has been recently suggested as a fast neural-based audio vocoder. FFTNet makes use of an initial wide dilation. Considering an additive noise scenario, such an architecture is very well suited for modeling the long term time-domain correlated structure of target clean speech. Since we use FFTNet for speech enhancement, we refer to the suggested architecture as Speech Enhancement FFTNet, or SE-FFTNet. In contrast to the original FFTNet auto-regressive structure, SE-FFTNet process the entire input in parallel which significantly increases the prediction speed of the model. Furthermore, SE-FFTNet is a non-causal extension of the original FFTNet. In SE-FFTNet, a shallow architecture is used which has far less number of parameters than other waveform domain methods like SEGAN or WaveNet. Therefore, by combining the parallel and shallow structure, SE-FFTNet has the potential of being applied for real-time applications. The new architecture is trained in end-to-end fashion on a wide range of noise conditions. The results are supported by subjective and objective measures.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give more insight into the theory behind the suggested model. In Section 3, the SE-FFTNet architecture is presented. The experimental set-up covering data set and the size of the model is included in Section 4. The results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 6.
Theoretical Background
The neural networks modeling capacity is highly depended on the data set and task on which it is deployed. A model that performs well on images domain may not be the best promising model for speech application, as the speech has rapidly varying samples (16 K samples per second) over time in contrast to the image. This variation should be considered when implementing the neural architecture for speech applications. Even, among the speech applications, differences between the tasks should be taken into account, i.e., the task of Vocoder is very differ- x t x t + r Figure 1 : Convolution pattern of SE-WaveNet/ SE-InvFFTNet ent from that of a speech enhancer. In the specified application of speech enhancement, often the noise in the recorded speech will be less correlated over time than the clean speech. Though many neural models have been suggested for speech enhancement task in recent years, very few of them had given enough attention to the correlation patterns of noisy speech.
In this work, we explored the long-term correlation of speech through an initial wide dilation pattern architecture. In contrast to the traditional waveform models which used the local neighboring samples for extracting the features from the input mixture, the suggested model accounts the wide apart samples of input. By doing so we expect that the network could effectively discriminate the noise from clean speech. This idea was motivated by the recently proposed FFTNet architecture [11] . In FFTNet, the input is split into two equal segments and the merged representation of the two segments is used as input on the next stage. It has been applied successfully in speech synthesis and has a reduced computational complexity compared to other neural-based vocoders. The novelty of this architecture is further important for speech enhancement on exploring the correlation structure of speech and noise.
Speech Enhancement FFTNet (SE-FFTNet) model
The time domain models have the ability to capture highlevel acoustic features. Their performance superiority has been proven for many speech applications [12] . In the case of speech enhancement, the target is to estimate the clean speech samples from noisy speech samples. As it would be challenging to model the sample distribution of the clean speech from the noisy input, we modeled the denoising task as a regression problem: the model will be looking for the hidden function in the data which represents the mapping from noisy input speech xt to the clean output speech yt. This is mathematically formulated in (1) . Here, the objective of the model is to learn the hidden function f from the given data.
The model receptive fields enabled the dependency of past xt−r1 and future xt+r2 input samples. The model can be causal and non-causal depending on whether to consider the future samples or not, while performing the current sample prediction. This can be done by controlling the variable r2. We have compared the performance of the causal (r2 = 0) and non-causal
x t x t + r y t Figure 2 : Convolution pattern of the suggested SE-FFTNet model (r2 = 0) and it has been found that adding non-causality improves the model performance. Hence, in the rest of the paper, the discussion will be on the non-causal model. In WaveNet [12] , sample dependency is introduced by a dilated convolution structure of increasing dilation rate, having the convolution pattern similar to Figure 1 . This means the first layer of the network extracts the features by looking into the immediate behind and ahead samples. Since the speech and noise variation being equally negligible on these closer time instances, the model may not learn any good discriminating features in its initial layers. This will be rippled on the following layers. To account for this, one must look into the further apart samples of input where time domain correlation for speech is expected, in contrast to noise. To model this, inspired by FFTNet, the suggested SE-FFTNet have the dilation pattern as shown in Figure 2 . We argue that such an architecture will enable SE-FFTNet to easier learn the weights which could discriminate the speech from noise. The similar convolution strategy has been repeated over the layers, until the final enhanced sample is obtained. In other words, SE-FFTNet enables coarser representation at initial layers and finer towards the end. Thus, helping to propagate much cleaner features from the bottom layer to the end.
In order to evaluate our hypothesis on the influence of initial versus later wide dilation pattern while keeping the internal blocks of the network the same, we suggest to investigate an FFTNet structure where a later (similar to WaveNet model) dilation pattern is used. We will refer to that model to as SE-InvFFTNet and that is shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, the dilation structure of the SE-FFTNet shown in Figure 2 has been inverted so that to have a local neighbouring representation of the input as shown in Figure 1 . It is the dilation pattern similar to the WaveNet presented in SE-WaveNet, but with a difference: The block convolution is retained as shown in Figure 3 in contrast to the WaveNet residual block. This is needed as the actual WaveNet-SE model and the proposed SE-FFTNet has a different internal block convolution structure connecting to each layer.
As the denoising model has to compete with real-time computational constraints we have removed the temporal recurrence on the predicted samples. This means the sample generated at each time instances are totally disjoint, which was not the case in the initial FFTNet model [11] . This significantly speeds up the generation process in contrast to the original model while retaining the acoustic modeling ability. The skip connections have been put in place between the layers to facilitate further Figure 3 : Block insight of SE-FFTNet information flow to the succeeding layer in each level. This is further helpful to restore the phase information which was lost/distorted on passing the signal through the block convolution operations and also, to facilitate gradient back-propagation on training [13] .
The series of operations hidden between the layers are highlighted in Figure 3 . The past, present and future samples being processed through an one-by-one convolution ([1 × 1]) of specific channel size. It is followed with an ReLU activation before being sum up into a single representation. The summed output then passed through another set of one-by-one convolution ([1 × 1]) followed by a ReLU activation, to have the final output from the block. This will be added onto the skip bypassing signal from the block input, to have the final input to the next layer. In the end, it is a fully connected layer merges the channel dimension into a speech sample.
Next we define an appropriate loss function. Since the enhancement task has been formulated as a regression problem, a solution is the mean of the absolute value between the predicted samples and the corresponding clean samples.The distance for the k-th training utterance is defined as:
where, the symbols y (k) andŷ (k) = SE-FFTNet(x (k) ) correspond to clean signal and to the output of the network, respectively, while x (k) is the noisy signal. T (k) is the number of samples of the k-th utterance and r is the extend of the receptive field. The parameters of the model are tuned in the direction that minimize this loss. The model is trained with noisy speech as input and the corresponding clean speech as the target.
Experimental Setup
To evaluate the proposed model, 30 speakers were selected from the Voice Bank corpus [14] . Out of these, 28 speakers were used for training and each speaker data consists of around 400 sentences. To create the noisy mixture, each of these files has been chosen randomly and mixed at a specific SNR point from [0, 5, 10, 15] dB with a selected noise type from the noise set that contains 10 different real-life noises. The different type of noise is selected from DEMAND database [15] . The remained two speakers were used for testing with the same type of noises used in training but with 4 different SNR level falling in [2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5] dB. To compare the performance, two recently proposed waveform domain speech enhancement models are considered, namely SEGAN & SE-WaveNet, which are described below. Speech enhancement GAN (SEGAN): Pascual et al. [10] proposed speech enhancement generative adversarial network (SEGAN). The SEGAN consist of two neural networks, namely, Generator and Discriminator. The Generator network is inspired by Autoencoder architecture. The Generator encoder consists of 11 layers of stride-2 convolution with growing depth, resulting in a feature map at the bottle-neck of 8-time steps with depth 1024. This feature map is concatenated with latent vector "z", sampled randomly from uniform noise distribution. The resultant concatenated vector is input to an 11-layer up-sampling decoder, with skip connections from corresponding input feature maps. The least square based loss function is used to train SEGAN with additional L1 norm to preserve the structure of the enhanced signal.
Speech Enhancement WaveNet (SE-WaveNet): Rethage et.al [9] modified the actual WaveNet Vocoder architecture to fit into the speech denoising task. It used a non-causal WaveNet architecture having a dilation pattern similar to Figure 1 , by posing the denoising as a regression task. The model had a series of residual blocks plus the post-processing unit to process the skip outputs from each of these residual blocks. The model was trained to minimize the sample absolute difference objective function, same as in our proposed model. The model had in total 28 residual blocks, with a similar configuration as mentioned in the original paper [9] .
The model specification: Both these models have in total 29 layers made up by thrice repeating a block of depth 9 having the dilation factors: [512, 256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1] for SE-FFTNet and [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512] for SE-InvFFTNet. It sums up to a receptive field of size 6138 ( 3069 past & 3069 future samples), which means it considered 0.38 s of noisy input samples (for 16 kHz signal) when predicting a single clean sample. In all the layers, one-dimensional convolutions are used with the same number of 256 channels. As the final fully connected layer is being enrolled to merge this channel dimension into a single sample, that has a dimension of [256, 1] . During training, the target samples predicted in a single traverse is a set of 4096 (training target field size). The model is fed with a single data point every time with a batch size of 1. In the testing phase, the target field size being varied depends on the test frame length. Just before feeding into the model, the wave files have been normalized to an RMS level of 0.06. This removed the loudness variations among the wave files. The model output loss is minimized with an Adam optimizer of the initial learning rate of 0.001.
As mentioned before, in order to evaluate the influence of dilation steps in the performance, we considered and inverted SE-FFTNet architecture as shown in Figure 1 . We refer this architecture as the SE-InvFFTNet model.
All these models were being trained in a speaker independent fashion. The output speech quality is evaluated both in subjective and objective scale. The perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) is used as an objective measure of naturalness [16] . The Short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) score is used to measure the intelligibility gain by processing the noisy mixture, in reference to the clean [16] . The gain in SNR through the model processing is being evaluated by segmental SNR (SSNR) scale [16] . The speech distortion and the residual noise intrusion on the enhanced signal are measured with CSIG & CBAK along with the overall quality of the signal with COVL [17] .
The subjective evaluation was done with non-native English listeners listened to the processed samples from different models. To cover the entire test set we have used both lower and high SNR samples while selecting the sentences for listening experiments. They were asked to rate the quality of the samples on a scale of 1-5. In total 15 responses were collected and averaged across all the participants to get the final mean opinion score (MOS).
Results and Discussions
The models testing is done over 824 files from the test set comprised of different noises. Hence, the results displayed are an average performance on the test set. Table 1 included the objective performance gain of the proposed SE-FFTNet model along with its competitors. It is clear that the SE-FFTNet model outperforms both the waveform based SE-GAN or SE-WaveNet models. This improvement is reflected in all the subjective metrics in Table 1 . The higher values in CBAK and CSIG is a clear indication of the model capability to suppress the noise components in the signal without distorting the target speech of interest. The same trend can be seen on the COVL score which is a reflection of the overall signal quality. This is even more clear when we look into the segmental SNR gain through the processing. SSNR has been increased around 1 dB by processing with SE-FFTNet in comparison to the SE-WaveNet method. The results from the MOS study is displayed in Table 2 . Though the SE-FFTNet has got higher scores compared to all the other models, the model is slightly under scored compared to the SEGAN.
Performance between SE-FFTNet & SE-InvFFTNet
The reason behind SE-FFTNet performance improvement might be attributed to the initial hypothesis we have mentioned, where the initial wider dilation of the proposed SE-FFTNet model being enabled a better extraction of the features which could discriminate the noise on the input. By this assumption, the SE-FFTNet should outperform the SE-InvFFTNet. From Table 1 , all the readings show an inline relation to our assumption. The CSIG gain from 3.31 to 3.60 is a strong sign of target speech restoration by the SE-FFTNet model compared to SE-InvFFTNet. At the same time, noise suppression (CBAK) Table 2 . This is a clear indication that the model with decreasing dilation fields (SE-FFTNet) performs better than the one with increasing dilation (SE-InvFFTNet) for the speech enhancement task. This validated the hypothesis on which the model was built. The enhanced samples from all these models can listen from this link 1 . 
Complexity of the models
In the real-time application of these neural network based speech enhancement algorithms, the complexity is the biggest constraint. In Table 3 , we have listed the number of parameters used in SEGAN, SE-WaveNet, and SE-FFTNet models. The complexity displayed is the testing complexity of the model. Note that the training of model like SEGAN needs additional parameters for the discriminator network. From Table 3 , it is clear that the suggested SE-FFTNet model has a far lesser number of parameters compared to others; 32% lesser than the WaveNet and 87% lesser than the SEGAN. This reduction in parameter further highlights the potential of the proposed model towards real-time enhancement applications. One must note that this reduction is accompanied by the performance equal or higher, compared to the existing models.
Conclusions
In this work, a new parallel, non-causal and shallow waveform domain architecture for speech enhancement based on FFTNet, referred to as SE-FFTNet, is suggested. SE-FFTNet model explored the underlying time domain structure of speech and noise which is important for enhancement. The wider dilation in the initial layers of the model enabled it to learn clean speech structure effectively from the input noisy mixture. The results confirm that the model with a decreasing dilation pattern over depth (SE-FFTNet) performs better than the model with increasing dilation pattern (SE-InvFFTNet). This finding on the influence of dilation width will be useful while implementing the new architecture in future speech enhancement models. The subjective and objective comparative study confirmed the model effectiveness over already existing stat-of-the-art waveform domain models for speech enhancement. In terms of complexity, SE-FFTNet have far less parameters than SE-WaveNet and SEGAN. This reduction in number of parameters of SE-FFTNet shows that it has the potential to be implemented in real-time applications. Future work includes testing of the proposed model in convolutive noise.
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